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What is the currently accepted name of Aus bus?
Taxonomy
What is the currently accepted name of x?
• Get the name: catalogue
• Understand the history and reasoning of a name: Treatments
Taxonomy
Catalogue: Implicit in the taxonomic literature or explicit as compilation
Currently accepted name
cites previous name usage
deprecates name (e.g. synonymy)
deprecates name (e.g. synonymy)
cites previous name usage
XML
RDF
Darwin Core 
Archie
Get facts about a name
Taxonomy
Biodiversity Literature Repository
Zenodeo: http://zenodeo.punkish.org/examples
Taxonomy
Resource Description Framework (RDF) version of a treatment
1 treatment includes many facts
Taxonomy
Treatment data in the egovernment Schweiz
https://test.lindas-data.ch/sparql-ui/
• Facts about names from 150,000 treatments in the Swiss egovernment triple store
• Searchable through the SPARQL-endpoint
• Bases to link many datasets about or including species
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Conclusion
Scientific names allow linking all facts about taxa
Scientific names play a decisive role in providing access to data collected in DiSSCO
Scientific names are the gateway to facts about taxa
Switzerland has a unique chance to provide those facts
The future
Let’s convert all taxonomic literature about species in Switzerland into facts and in the longer term 
contribute to link all names
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